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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Independent Observer (Global Witness) conducted a verification mission in the
village of Emstsé, Nanga-Eboko Sub-Division, Upper Sanaga Division in the Centre
Province.
The aim of this mission was to verify allegations that the company Industrielle
Forestière du Cameroun (IFC) had undertaken illegal forestry exploitation in the area
of Emtsé and Wassa-Emtsé villages. A denunciation of these activities was made in
writing to the Minister of the Environment and Forestry with a copy sent to the
Independent Observer.
The Common Initiative Group (CIG) AGREM is the title holder of the Community
Forest (CF) located in Emtsé. Their Simple Management Plan (SMP) was approved
and signed on the 30th of October 2001. According to the individuals interviewed by
the Independent Observer, the manager of this CF is Mr. Sangbah Moussa, and he is
alleged to have sub-contracted forestry exploitation operations to the company IFC.
The conclusions of the Independent Observer in relation to the case under
examination are as follows:
ο The company IFC conducted unauthorised exploitation in a state forest beyond
the boundaries of the community forest belonging to the CIG AGREM;
ο The question as to whether or not the IFC enterprise exploited the CIG
AGREM Community Forest for commercial purposes, in violation of its
Simple Management Plan, remains unanswered because the mission did not
enter the CIG AGREM community forest.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
ο The deployment of a CCU control mission to the community forest of the CIG
AGREM in order to confirm or refute accusations that this forest has been the
object of commercial exploitation in violation of its Simple Management Plan;
ο The summoning of the company IFC and establishment of an official
statement of offence against them for unauthorised exploitation operations in a
state forest if evidence can be found to support the allegation.
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2. RESOURCES USED
-

1 Toyota Hilux pick up
1 Digital photo camera
3 GPS (Global Positioning System)
2 Laptops

3. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission was composed of Mr. Reiner Tegtmeyer and Mr. Jean Cyrille Owada of
the technical team of the Independent Observer.

4. CONSTRAINTS
Officials of the IFC enterprise, and Mr. Sangbah Moussa, manager of the CIG
Community Forest in Emtsé, were not available for questioning.

5. MISSION’S FINDINGS
5.1 Case summary
The Common Initiative Group (CIG) AGREM is the title holder of the Community
Forest (CF) in the Emtsé village. The Simple Management Plan (SMP) and the
management conventions for this forest have been approved and signed (see
Appendix 1). Exploitation of this forest is believed to have been sub-contracted to the
forestry company IFC.
5.2 Mission’s observations
a) Unauthorised exploitation in a state forest
Testimonies delivered by members of the villages visited revealed that the IFC
enterprise had conducted forestry exploitation activities in their area from August
2001 to February 2003. Facts observed in the field by the Independent Observer
confirm this allegation. The mission found signs of commercial exploitation in the
area; in particular, three abandoned caterpillars in the Wassa and Emtsé villages (see
photos below).
The map below also reveals the presence of a forestry operations road network
beyond the boundaries of the Community Forest of the CIG AGREM. Tree stumps
and abandoned logs were observed (see photos below).
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Photo 1: Stumps and logs abandoned beyond the boundaries of the CIG AGREM CF

Photo 2: Abandoned caterpillar in the village of Emtsé
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Map: Exploitation observed beyond the boundaries of the CF of CIG AGREM

Unauthorised exploitation of a state forest as undertaken by the company IFC,
constitutes an offence punishable under Article 153 of the 1994 Law. Apart from
penal sanctions, the IFC enterprise is also subject to civil sanctions addressing
damages and interest calculated on the basis of the FOB value of the illegally
extracted wood.
b) Allegations of non-compliance with the Simple Management Plan and
the Annual Operational Plan
According to the terms of its Simple Management Plan, the Community Forest of the
CIG AGREM is divided into 5 sectors which are to be exploited in a small-scale
operations manner by the community itself. This legally sanctioned document
stipulates that wood must be cut with the aid of chain saws and that logs must be
manually cut into boards. Annual output is restricted to about 686m3 (see Appendix
2).
During a discussion with members of the community, it was revealed that the
manager of this Community Forest, Mr Sangbah Moussa, had signed a partnership
contract with the IFC enterprise.for the commercial exploitation of the forest in
question.
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However, since the Independent Observer did not investigate this community forest, it
could not be stated whether the IFC enterprise had exploited the community forest for
commercial purposes.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The investigations carried out during this mission revealed that the company IFC
conducted unauthorised forestry exploitation in a state forest. The allegations
concerning violation of the Simple Management Plan of the CIG AGREM
Community Forest could not be confirmed or refuted.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
ο The deployment of a CCU control mission to the community forest of the CIG
AGREM in order to confirm or refute accusations that this forest has been the
object of commercial exploitation in violation of its Simple Management Plan;
ο The summoning of the company IFC and establishment of an official
statement of offence against them for unauthorised exploitation operations in a
state forest if evidence can be found to support the allegatio.
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